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Stephane Guiran’s professional career began in graphic 
design and shifted into sculpture in 2002. On a residency in 
Barcelona, he mastered the art of metallurgy, torturing and 
twisting steel into organic, elegant forms. Since that time 
Guiran has moved on to become a global presence with his 
sleek modernist constructions.

Gradually, his sleek steel structures were engulfed in crystal 
and glass, becoming more and more organic as time passed 
by. Hinting at calligraphy and Japanese haikus – as Guiran 
himself suggests, life; “sketched out in this plant alchemy that 
transmutes lead, silica and bronze into a path of lightness.”

His sculptures yielded seeds that in turn evoked new forms 
and new variations. The crystal seeds sprung new fruit; 
photographs and drawings soon joined the sculptures. 
Guiran was creating an entire world, one in which he was 
topographer and gardener, alchemist and magician. The 
results, vibrating with new life forms, seem to evoke a 
continual sense of growth.

The seeds suggest that matter has a memory. Matter, and 
more particularly crystal, encapsulates the intentions and 
emotions of those who transform it and give it life. With 
their pure mass, these crystal seeds seemed to open doors 
between universes. Like invisible passages, drawing present 
dreams down among us.

“I decided to make the seeds in solid crystal. And I spent 
many hours working on them. In fusion. Few were fertile. Each 
attempt to control the process gave a unique, unpredictable 
result which in fact was only revealed a day later, after cooling 
down from 400°C to room temperature. No seed could be 
reproduced identically”.
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WORKS

01. Seed I (Asia) 2017 
Crystal & bronze 
Dimensions variable 

02. Seed II (Asia), 2017 
Crystal & bronze 
Dimensions variable 

01.《2017種子1》；水晶和銅； 
不規則形狀；2015年

02.《2017種子2》；水晶和銅； 
不規則形狀；2015年


